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Abstract: A new formulation of the Preissmann Slot for modeling surcharged (pressurized) one-dimensional (1D) pipe flow is presented.
The Dynamic Preissmann Slot (DPS) is derived in a nondimensional form where the slot is treated as transient storage, which is a function of
slot cross-sectional area rather than width. The use of transient storage area removes the traditional conceptualization of the slot as a simple
rectangular shape of fixed width. The transient storage area and its shape evolve dynamically with the flow. A nondimensional smoothing
approach, using a newly defined Preissmann Number, is developed to address issues of instabilities and shocks that have been problems for
prior Preissmann Slot models. The new model is tested using a Saint-Venant equation finite-volume solver that has been written as an
extension of the Storm Water Management Model (SWMM). Comparison of model results to laboratory data from the literature show that
the new approach captures mixed-flow dynamics in transitions from unpressurized to pressurized flow and back again. DOI: 10.1061/
JHEND8.HYENG-13609. This work is made available under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license,
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.

Introduction

A consequence of aging stormwater infrastructure is that pipes de-
signed for free-surface flow may be more frequently forced into
surcharged (pressurized) flow. As such, numerical methods that ef-
fectively handle mixed-flow transitions between free-surface and
pressurized flow are critical to efficient numerical simulation of
stormwater systems. The Preissmann Slot is a long-standing com-
putational approach for simulating one-dimensional (1D), pressur-
ized, closed-conduit flow with the Saint-Venant equations (SVE) of
open-channel flow (Cunge and Wegner 1964). Two key problems
of the Preissmann Slot are (1) the need to a priori specify a slot
width in each section of pipe, which affects algorithm performance
and is difficult to set consistently over widely-varying pipe sizes,
and (2) the appearance of shocks, oscillations, and numerical insta-
bilities at the interface between surcharged and free-surface pipe
sections in a simulation. The oscillations and instabilities caused
by mixed-flow shocks result in degraded performance of a numeri-
cal solver. For the widely-used US EPA Storm Water Management
Model (SWMM), the result is typically slow convergence and poor
mass conservation.

In this paper, we show that the underlying ideas of the Preiss-
mann Slot approach can be used without a user-specified slot width.
Indeed, the concept of the slot width can be dispensed with entirely
except as a heuristic for understanding transient storage. The new

approach is called a Dynamic Preissmann Slot (DPS) algorithm.
The behavior of the DPS algorithm primarily depends on user-
specified global target pressure celerity, whose value is related to
the desired representation of acoustic wave speeds, the model time
step, and numerical stability constraints—quantities that are easier
to identify and comprehend than the behavior of the slot width. A
key advantage is that the slot is enforced consistently and smoothly
across a simulation domain through a surcharge shock parameter
(controlling the shock magnitude at a mixed-flow transition) and
a decay time scale (controlling the surcharge celerity rate of change).
By dynamically adjusting the slot across the moving boundaries be-
tween free-surface and pressurized zones, the new approach limits
the development of shocks and numerical instabilities that have
plagued users of the traditional Preissmann Slot.

In developing the new DPS approach we identify a nondimen-
sional number—which we propose to call the Preissmann Number
that is similar to an inverseMach Number but is more meaningful for
surcharged pipe systems. We show that ensuring a smoothly varying
Preissmann Number, Pðx; tÞ, is a non-dimensional approach to pro-
viding a smoothly varying celerity in a surcharged conduit.

The Background section provides our motivation with a dis-
cussion of the Preissmann Slot and other forms of pressurized
flow modeling in closed conduits. In the Methodology section,
the new DPS algorithm is derived along with its numerical imple-
mentation. In the Results section, the new approach is tested and
validated against laboratory experiments of Trajkovic et al. (1999)
and Vasconcelos et al. (2006). Implications of the DPS algorithm
and the need for further study are considered in the Discussion
section. The key findings are summarized in the Conclusion.

Background

The Preissmann Slot was first demonstrated for simulating surges
in a dam penstock by Cunge and Wegner (1964) based on an idea
attributed to Preissmann and Cunge (1961). With this innovation, a
closed conduit has an imaginary, infinitely-high, narrow, rectangu-
lar slot attached at the top of the closed conduit (Fig. 1). The height
of water in the slot (hs) represents the surcharge pressure. The goal
of the Preissmann Slot is to allow the SVE for free-surface flow to
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be used in place of weakly-compressible equations or the rigid-
column approximation for surcharged flow in a closed conduit.
In effect, this is a transient storage model similar to the Two Com-
ponent Pressure Approach (TPA) and Artificial Compressibility
(AC) methods (Vasconcelos et al. 2006; Hodges 2020; Hodges
et al. 2022). In SVE implementations of the Preissmann Slot, the
slot volume must small compared to the conduit volume and the
flow in the slot is treated as frictionless. Although the volume of
water in the slot is a representation of transient storage, the Preiss-
mann Slot has not been used to physically parameterize the conduit
expansion or fluid compression that causes transient storage.

The key characteristic of the Preissmann Slot is that the simulated
pressure celerity (cp) depends upon gravity, the cross-sectional area
of the conduit (AC), and the selected slot width (Ts) as

cp ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gAC

Ts

s
ð1Þ

which was first presented by Cunge and Wegner (1964). The small
volume of the slot and neglect of friction within the slot implies its
impact on the flow dynamics in the underlying conduit is mainly
through the surcharge pressure head. However, the selection of
the slot width sets cp, the speed of a pressure pulse through the sur-
charged conduit, which can have significant consequences in the
modeled results—particularly at the mixed-flow boundary where a
celerity shock occurs at the transition between the gravity wave of
the free-surface flow and higher-celerity pressurized flow. Further
background on celerity shocks is provided in Sharior et al. (2023).

In Cunge and Wegner (1964), the slot width was a priori se-
lected such that the celerity in the slot matched the expected acous-
tic celerity (ca) of the pressurized flow. Vasconcelos and Wright
(2004) demonstrated that slot size has a significant impact on mod-
eled bore arrival timing, with the bore arriving quicker as the slot
size was reduced. Malekpour and Karney (2015) argued that cp ≈
ca is needed where local system design depends on correctly es-
timating the filling velocity of a bore propagating into a section
of unpressurized conduit. Indeed, in any simulation where short
transient timescales are of foremost interest, e.g., pressure pulses
causing stormwater geysers (Guo and Song 1990; Zhou et al.
2002), arguably the slot width should be selected to match the
acoustic celerity. Unfortunately, precisely evaluating ca under
dynamically-changing conditions is a nontrivial task as ca depends
on the gas fraction in air/water mixtures as well as conduit geom-
etry, materials, and construction techniques (Wylie and Streeter
1983). Furthermore, ca is indirectly a function of the pressure itself

(through conduit expansion and fluid compressibility), whereas cp
is strictly a function of the conduit and slot geometry. Thus, the
Preissmann Slot is an approximate model of weak compressibility
effects, but does not lend itself to detailed study of the underlying
compressibility dynamics as it does not include the equations for
the relevant factors.

Nevertheless, despite the ad hoc nature of specifying the Preiss-
mann Slot width and its limitations, over the past 60 years the
method has proven well-suited for large-scale modeling of piping
systems with episodic mixed flow conditions, i.e., where the system
is mostly free-surface flow and a relatively small portion (in time
and/or space) of the system has pressurized flow. Such conditions
are common in stormwater drainage systems where the precise rep-
resentation of transient pulses are not (usually) a driving concern.
The key advantage of the Preissmann Slot for the model designer is
that one set of governing equations (the SVE) are used for both
free-surface and pressurized flow sections. Using a single set of dy-
namic equations across the entire system generally leads to a sim-
pler and more robust numerical model. In contrast, models suited to
full-conduit hydraulic transient analyses (Wylie and Streeter 1983;
Leon et al. 2008) are typically ill-suited for free-surface flow, which
means modeling a mixed-flow system requires two solvers that
must trade-off with the time/space locations of surcharging (León
et al. 2010; Rokhzadi and Fuamba 2022). To address this issue,
transient storage models designed specifically for mixed-flow con-
ditions have been proposed (e.g., Song et al. 1983; Cardle and Song
1988; Vasconcelos and Wright 2007; Hodges 2020). As yet, these
computationally intense models have not proven practical for
large stormwater networks where the majority of the system is
free-surface flow and pressurization events are episodic in space
and time.

The Preissmann Slot has been criticized for numerical oscilla-
tions and stability issues that occur when the flow transitions across
the mixed-flow boundary from free-surface to pressurized flow
(Vasconcelos et al. 2009; León et al. 2009; Malekpour and
Karney 2015). The common remedies in literature are (1) setting
Ts of Eq. (1) such that cp ≪ ca, (2) applying oscillation suppres-
sion filters, and (3) introducing slots that are wider at the conduit
crown and smoothly narrow with increasing elevation (Sjöberg
1982; Capart et al. 1997; León et al. 2009; Vasconcelos et al.
2009; Malekpour and Karney 2015). The third approach, a tapering
slot, requires Eq. (1) be rewritten in terms of the slot area,
As ¼ Tshs, as detailed in Sharior et al. (2023), which results in

cpðx; tÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gAChsðx; tÞ
Asðx; tÞ

s
ð2Þ

Unlike the fixed slot width of Eq. (1) that results in a fixed value
for cp, the slot with a tapering width in Eq. (2) results in a time-
space varying cpðx; tÞ that depends on the accumulated slot area
(As) at a given surcharge height (hs). While such functionality does
not necessarily represent real-world ca behavior, it serves to ensure
that the transition from free-surface to pressurized flow (at low sur-
charge) has a smaller cp and hence is less likely to have oscillatory
behavior. This idea of a tapering slot is the foundation of the present
work. The first to propose this appears to be Sjöberg (1982), but
their model required additional numerical dissipation to damp os-
cillations. A more successful approach was that of León et al.
(2009) who prescribed a slot that tapered from 95% of the pipe
diameter to the desired Ts of the slot at 50% of the pipe diameter
above the crown. Their tapering approach provided a successful
model but their definition was inherently ad hoc, static, and dimen-
sional, which inspired the present work to create a non-dimensional

Fig. 1. Conventional Preissmann Slot.
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dynamic approach where control of the slot is inherently based on
fluid behavior rather than conduit geometry.

The slot width (Ts) in many of the Preissmann Slot applications
in the literature is not predicated on representing cp ∼ ca. Most
modeling focuses on larger timescales where slower pressure celer-
ity will not have a significant impact. The Ts is often decided based
on practical considerations associated with (1) the computational
effort implied by the small model time-step required for the celerity
cp, and (2) suppressing oscillations and/or instabilities associated
with celerity shocks. There have been a wide range of Ts conditions
paired with different numerical schemes in literature. For example,
Garcia-Navarro et al. (1994) used a fixed Ts ¼ 0.01 m for a
conduit of D ¼ 0.51 m diameter (Ts ¼ 0.02D), which reduces cp
from ∼1,000 m=s to 14.2 m=s. The Preissmann Slot in the SWMM
model—reintroduced in Version 5, Build 5.1.013, (USEPA 2022)—
uses Ts ¼ 0.01D, which results in cp ¼ 27.7D1=2 for D in m;
i.e., the modeled cp is less than 5% of typical acoustic celerities
for D < 3 m. Setting a larger value of Ts ¼ 0.1D is a common ap-
proach (Capart et al. 1997; Ji 1998; Trajkovic et al. 1999), which
results in cp ¼ 8.78D1=2 forD in m; i.e., the modeled cp is less than
1.5% of typical acoustic celerities for D < 3 m. Other transient-
storage models have used similarly reduced celerities. For example,
the TPA model of Vasconcelos et al. (2006) used a cp ¼ 25 m=s
to minimize the numerical oscillation due to shocks. The hybrid
numerical scheme of An et al. (2018) used cp ¼ 100 m=s; they
noted that larger cp caused spurious oscillations. There are a few
studies that used cp ¼ OðcaÞ however, most reported numerical os-
cillation and stability issues (Vasconcelos et al. 2009; León et al.
2009; Sanders and Bradford 2010; Kerger et al. 2011; Malekpour
and Karney 2015; Lieb et al. 2016). Our Discussion section provides
further insight on oscillations relative to the present work.

In the methodology developed in the following, we show that
the traditional formulation of the Preissmann Slot—where the slot
width is the principal ad hoc control—can be inverted to make
pressure celerity the controlling parameter. This idea leads to an
approach that is effectively a dynamic Preissmann Slot—a slot
whose width changes in both time and space to create smooth tran-
sitions across mixed-flow boundaries. This idea has its genesis in
the smoothing approaches investigated by Capart et al. (1997),
León et al. (2009), Vasconcelos et al. (2009), and Malekpour
and Karney (2015). The key innovation in the present work is
through providing dynamic control of the shape and cross-section
of the Preissmann Slot to smooth celerity gradients, thereby reduc-
ing shocks and yet allowing cpðx; tÞ → ca or to the modeler’s de-
sired celerity.

Methodology

Overview

To address the outstanding difficulties of the Preissmann Slot we
propose a reformulated relationship between the surcharge pressure
head increment (i.e., the traditional slot height, hs) and the transient
storage cross-sectional area (As, traditionally the product hsTs). To
do this, we introduce the concept of a pressure celerity target, cpT ,
that is a modeler’s desired global pressure celerity for the sur-
charged system, i.e., the model’s replacement for the true acoustic
pressure celerity, ca. For true transient analysis, cpT ≈ ca can be
used, but for many systems—particularly those with both free-
surface and surcharged sections—values of cpT ≪ ca will be de-
sired to allow stable and accurate solutions at larger time steps.
Furthermore, we introduce the idea that a conduit may have spatial

and temporal distributions cpðx; tÞ such that cpðx; tÞ ≤ cpT is al-
lowed to ensure smoothly-varying pressure celerity throughout
the system during time-varying surcharging, across transitions in
pipe size, and where free-surface flow meets surcharged flow.
We believe this generalized Dynamic Preissmann Slot (DPS) will
solve some of the long-standing stability issues in prior approaches.

The DPS model is implemented within the new SWMM5+
hydraulic solver (Hodges et al. 2023). The new code replaces the
link-node approach in EPA SWMM (Rossman 2017) with a finite-
volume SVE solver similar to that outlined in Hodges and Liu
(2020). The main change in the algorithm between SWMM5+
and Hodges and Liu (2020) is that the time advance has been sim-
plified to a Runge-Kutta 2nd-order time-marching scheme (RK2) in
place of the prior RK4. This change reduces the computational cost
and communication between processors on a multi-core machine
by almost 50% but has little effect on the overall accuracy of the
solution, which is dominated by errors inherent in 1st and 2nd-
order spatial discretizations.

Governing Equations

The semidiscrete 1D free-surface continuity and momentum equa-
tions in a conservative finite-volume formulation can be written
following Hodges and Liu (2020) as

∂Vi

∂t ¼ Qi−1=2 −Qiþ1=2 þ qiLi ð3Þ

∂ViUi

∂t ¼ Qi−1=2Ui−1=2 −Qiþ1=2Uiþ1=2

þ g
�
Ai−1=2½þ�ηi−1=2½þ� − Aiþ1=2½þ�ηiþ1=2½þ�

�
þ g

�
Ai−1=2½þ� − Aiþ1=2½þ�

�
ηi − gViSfðiÞ ð4Þ

where V = volume; U = velocity; q = lateral inflow; L = element
length; A = cross-sectional flow area; Q = flowrate (Q ¼ UA); η =
piezometric head; and Sf = friction slope. Subscripts i represent the
index for a finite-volume element with i − 1=2 and iþ 1=2 the up-
stream and downstream faces, respectively. The ½−� and ½þ� sign
represent values at the upstream and downstream side of a face,
respectively, which allows a jump condition to exist at a face.
The Sf friction term is modeled with a standard Chezy-Manning
approach, but the hydraulic radius and cross-sectional area in Sf
do not include the slot wetted perimeter or cross-sectional area.
In SWMM5+ the time advance for Vi and ViUi is through an
explicit RK2. The interpolation of (e.g.) Qi values to faces
Qi�1=2 is through a time scale weighting algorithm proposed in
Hodges and Liu (2020). This method is approaches 2nd-order cen-
tral for subcritical flows and 1st-order upwind for supercritical
flows. For further details on the SWMM5+ solver see Hodges et al.
(2023).

Nondimensionalizing the Preissmann Slot

There are three types of celerities involved in a mixed-flow Preiss-
mann slot model: (1) acoustic celerity, ca, (2) Preissmann Slot
celerity cp, and (3) gravity-wave celerity, cg. For general transient-
flow modeling of pressurized system, ca depends on the elasticity
of the conduit and the (weak) compressibility of the fluid, in the
general form

ca ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Kρ−1
1þ ðKA−1ÞðΔAΔp−1Þ

s
ð5Þ
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where K = bulk modulus of elasticity of the fluid; ρ = fluid density;
A = pipe cross-sectional area; and ΔA = change in the pipe cross-
sectional area due to pressure surcharge of Δp (Wylie and Streeter
1983). The preceding reduces to ca ≈

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K=ρ

p
for inelastic thick-

walled pipes. The second type of celerity is the Preissmann Slot
celerity, which is presented as Eq. (1), and is derived in Sharior
et al. (2023). The third type of celerity, that of a gravity-wave celer-
ity in an open channel, can be approximated as cg ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
glD

p
, where

lD is the hydraulic depth, given for an open channel with mono-
tonically increasing breadth as AT−1

w , where A is the cross-sectional
area and Tw is the topwidth at the free surface. For circular con-
duits, we use a modified hydraulic depth (lm) as suggested by
Hodges (2020) and discussed further in Sharior et al. (2023).
For the purposes of the DPS algorithm, lm is only used in approxi-
mating cg at nearly-full conditions for the purposes of (1) setting
the target surcharge celerity for the Preissmann Slot, and (2) defin-
ing the relationship between the target surcharge celerity and the
gravity-wave celerity. The former is discussed in the following
paragraph and the latter with regards to Eq. (23).

From a practical point of view, the celerity of any Preissmann
Slot model should be limited to celerities within cg ≤ cp ≤ ca, that
is, there is no reason to have slot celerity faster than the acoustic
celerity or slower than the fastest gravity wave in the conduit. A
desirable Preissmann Slot celerity can be selected by considering
a common characteristic of time-marching numerical schemes: the
Courant-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL) constraint that limits computational
stability. The Courant number for any SVE computational element
is typically defined as

C≡ ðcg þ UÞΔt
L

ð6Þ

whereU = flow velocity;Δt = time step; and L = element length. A
method can be said to be CFL constrained if there is some Cmax
above which time-marching will experience unphysical numerical
oscillations and/or instabilities. The Cmax can be used to set the larg-
est allowableΔt for a model where cg,U, and L are known. That is,
for a Preissmann Slot with surcharged flow, we replace the cg in
Eq. (6) with cp, so that the CFL condition for a givenΔt becomes a
constraint on cp. Let us assume that Cmax is known, and there is
some target ΔtT that is the smallest desirable model time step. For
characteristic values of ~U and ~L that are representative of the largest
expected velocity and the smallest expected element length, we can
define a target celerity, cpT that is the fastest pressure celerity we
can support in a conduit system modeled with the SVE and a
Preissmann Slot. Eq. (6) can be written with the known values as

cpT ≤ Cmax
~L

ΔtT
− ~U ð7Þ

The value of cpT is thus controllable by the model (or modeler)

by setting the target ΔtT given (1) the expected ~U velocity scale,
(2) the element length ~L used for discretization, and (3) the Cmax
Courant limit of the numerical scheme.

However, simply invoking cpT as the global pressure celerity in
a Preissmann Slot model is identical to defining a set of fixed values
for Ts throughout the model with Eq. (1); i.e., a conventional
Preissmann Slot algorithm with all the stability problems at mixed-
flow boundaries as discussed in the Background section. We pro-
pose to let cpðx; tÞ ≤ cpT represent the pressure celerity enforced
in any position (x) within the system, for which we desire a spa-
tially smooth, time-varying function that prevents the develop-
ment of sharp celerity shocks. To do so, we introduce a new

nondimensional number to represent the ratio of the target celerity
to the actual celerity

Pðx; tÞ≡ cpT
cpðx; tÞ

ð8Þ

Note that in the case of cpT ¼ ca, the preceding is simply the
reciprocal of the Mach Number. However, it could be confusing
to use the Mach Number terminology in our method since many
(if not most) Preissmann Slot applications will use cpT ≪ ca.

We propose that this new non-dimensional number, which is
likely only important in Preissmann Slot modeling, should be called
the Preissmann Number. In Sharior et al. (2023) we show that P can
also be interpreted as the product of a nondimensional Preissmann
slot width and a celerity ratio. In the following subsections, we in-
troduce the relationship of P to the surcharge height, the physical
evolution of a dynamic Preissmann Slot, and the implementation
of dynamic values of PðtÞ. Details of spatial smoothing for PðxÞ
within the discrete algorithm are found in Sharior et al. (2023).

Surcharge Height and the Preissmann Number

The classic form of the Preissmann celerity, Eq. (1), can be derived
without explicitly using the slot width Ts (Sharior et al. 2023). The
resulting celerity in terms of the surcharge height (hs) and the tran-
sient storage slot area (As) is presented previously as Eq. (2). For
simplicity in exposition, let AC be uniform in space (a constraint
that is readily relaxed). Solving for hs provides

hsðx; tÞ ¼
½cpðx; tÞ�2Asðx; tÞ

gAC
ð9Þ

which is identical to the Vasconcelos et al. (2006) definition of sur-
charge head hs for the TPA model. The local Preissmann Number,
from Eq. (8) can be introduced to provide an equation that depends
on the selected cpT target celerity that is globally applicable to the
system:

hsðx; tÞ ¼
c2pTAsðx; tÞ

gAC

�
Pðx; tÞ�2 ð10Þ

The preceding provides our fundamental relationship between
surcharge height (hs) and the Preissmann Slot characterized by
the slot area (As) and Preissmann Number (P). Note that the
Preissmann Slot width, Ts, is irrelevant in this equation.

Evolution of the Dynamic Preissmann Slot

A key feature of the new DPS algorithm is that we dispense with the
concept of the slot width, Ts. Indeed, we have found that invoking
the classic slot width conceptualization with a dynamic slot causes
instabilities. To illustrate, consider a slot that is required to be rec-
tangular and always characterized by a single slot width Ts, but the
width is allowed to change with time. In which case, the relation-
ship of hs ¼ As=Ts is required at any time step and Eq. (10) implies
the dynamic slot width is governed by:

Tsðx; tÞ ¼
gAC

�
Pðx; tÞ�2
c2pT

ð11Þ

A simple explicit approach is to update Tnþ1
s at the end of each

time step. Unfortunately as P → 1, the narrowing of Ts acts as an
amplifier of the surcharge head—effectively an ad hoc potential
energy source. This behavior can be understood by considering
Fig. 2. Reducing the slot width across time step n → nþ 1 requires
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squeezing the prior slot volume at time n into a narrower slot, hence
amplifying the time n head even before time nþ 1 behavior is con-
sidered. Our preliminary experiments with this naive approach de-
veloped oscillations and instabilities. Note that a fully-implicit
time-march that integrates the dynamic slot behavior might provide
stabilization, but has not been investigated.

However, the uniform rectangular slot characterized by Ts is an
unnecessarily restrictive conceptual model as illustrated by tapered
slot models (Sjöberg 1982; León et al. 2009). Eqs. (2) and (10) and
the derivation in Sharior et al. (2023) demonstrate the Preissmann
Slot can be formulated solely in terms of the the slot area, which
allows us to propose a step-wise Preissmann Slot as shown in Fig. 3,

which is similar to the tapered slot of Fig. 1 in León et al. (2009);
the important addition by the present work is the dynamic compu-
tation of the slot shape, as described in the following.

The dynamic slot behavior is best illustrated with a simple
1-step explicit time-marching of continuity, Eq. (3). Note that the
implementation in SWMM5+ is an RK2 advance, described in
more detail in the following. The 1-step explicit advance provides
the volume change Vn → Vnþ1 over a time step. Imagine a conduit
that is unpressurized at n and becomes surcharged during the step
n → nþ 1. We define an incremental increase in the surcharge area
as, ΔAs, which is derived from the volume at nþ 1 that is greater
than the element volume, i.e.

ΔAnþ1
s ¼ 1

L
ðVnþ1 − VnÞ ð12Þ

For incipient surcharge, Vn ¼ ACL, where L = length of the
finite-volume element. In this first surcharging step, the total slot
area is identical to the change, i.e., Anþ1

s ¼ ΔAnþ1
s . In the next time

step, the incremental increase (decrease) in the slot area is given by

ΔAnþ2
s ¼ 1

L
ðVnþ2 − Vnþ1Þ ð13Þ

where Vnþ1 ¼ LðAC þ Anþ1
s Þ. It follows that the general rule for

evolution of a surcharging element that accumulates ΔAs is

ΔAnþ1
s ¼ 1

L
ðVnþ1 − L½AC þ An

s �Þ ð14Þ

An
s ¼

Xn
k¼n0

ΔAk
s ð15Þ

where n0 = last time step prior to surcharging and Anþ1
s ¼

An
s þΔAnþ1

s . Note thatΔAs may be positive or negative as the sur-
charge pressure increases or decreases.

The evolution of the Dynamic Preissmann Slot through time de-
pends on the discrete relationships between the surcharge head, hs,
and the surcharge slot area, As. In theory, once Anþ1

s is known from
continuity and Eq. (14), then Eq. (10) could be enforced as a diag-
nostic condition with a time-lagged P, e.g.

hnþ1
s ¼ c2pTA

nþ1
s

gAC

�
Pn

�
2

ð16Þ

However, our experience is that this direct diagnostic solution
has the same issues as the naive approach to using a dynamic Ts as
discussed with Fig. 2; specifically, a decrease in Preissmann Num-
ber with each time step serves to amplify the hs from prior time
steps—creating an ad hoc energy source—which leads to oscilla-
tions in an explicit time-marching scheme. To overcome this issue,
we can imagine the Preissmann Slot in each time step to be a new
slot that is added (or subtracted) from the existing conduit and slot.
Formally, this is the equivalent of writing Eq. (10) using the new
ΔAnþ1

s as the slot area and including the prior slot area, An
s as part

of the conduit area. The result is then the change Δhs:

Δhnþ1
s ¼ c2pTΔAnþ1

s

gðAC þ An
s Þ
�
Pn

�
2

ð17Þ

where the total slot head is then hnþ1
s ¼ hns þΔhnþ1

s . To simplify
this relationship, we note that Eq. (10) is derived from the Preiss-
mann celerity relationship (Sharior et al. 2023) that is based on
As=AC ≪ 1, so we can use a binomial expansion of

Fig. 2. Surcharge head amplification in a naive, explicit dynamic slot.
Dynamically narrowing the slot causes the head at time nþ 1 to
increase due to two contributions: (1) an increase in actual transient
storage volume, and (2) an increase due to squeezing of the prior tran-
sient storage volume into the new (narrower) slot.

Fig. 3. Steps of a Dynamic Preissmann Slot created by using Eq. (19) for
the additional Δhs and computing Ts from Eq. (20) in each time step.

© ASCE 04023046-5 J. Hydraul. Eng.
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1�
1þ As

AC

� ≈ 1 − As

AC
þ Higher Order Terms ð18Þ

Neglecting terms of order ðAs=ACÞ2 and higher, we can write
Eq. (17) as

Δhnþ1
s ¼ c2pTΔAnþ1

s

gAC

�
Pn

�
2

ð19Þ

which is similar to Eq. (16) exccept that the slot area, As, in the
numerator is replaced with ΔAs, the change in the slot area.
The importance of this approach is the Δhns at the n time step
is controlled by the Pn−1 Preissmann Number, and will remain
an invariant contribution to hs in all future time steps until the
element is depressurized, i.e., when As ≤ 0. This approach prevents
future changes in P from altering the past contributions to hs; that
is, we prevent any squeezing of the prior slot that would constitute
an energy source.

Although the DPS algorithm does not require computation of
the slot width, we can visualize the effect of Eq. (19) as a succes-
sion of Preissmann slots of different widths that are stacked, as
shown in Fig. 3. At the nþ 1 time step, the equivalent Preissmann
Slot width of the added volume is recovered as

Tnþ1
s ¼ ΔAnþ1

s

Δhnþ1
s

ð20Þ

Thus, the conceptual Ts at any time level is a function of the
ΔAs over the last time step and is applied only to the present section
of the slot. In this conceptualization the prior Ts values are the
memory inherent in the cumulative As computed by Eq. (15).

As discussed in more detail in the following section, P is ini-
tially set to a large value (P̂0) for an unpressurized conduit, and
increases toward unity as time progresses and the conduit and
its neighbors remain surcharged. However, as a conduit depressu-
rizes from P ¼ 1, the relationship Δhs ¼ fðΔAsÞ in Eq. (19) in-
cludes hysteresis: the P during depressurization at a given As will
typically be lower than the P during pressurization. In effect the
depressurization is allowed occur at a faster cp than occurs during
pressurization. As a consequence of this hysteresis, hs ≤ 0 may be
reached while As > 0. Under this condition the algorithm sets hs ¼
0 and the conduit is treated as full but unpressurized until the ac-
cumulation of ΔAs < 0 in subsequent time steps leads to As < 0.
Thus, the residual As remaining after hs ¼ 0 is reached will be con-
served as subsequent steps reduce As. This approach helps prevent
rapid oscillations in and out of surcharge. Because the continuity
equation is enforced in a finite-volume form over the conduit and
the slot together, mass conservation is controlled by the accumu-
lation of machine-precision round-off in the explicit time march.

The Dynamic Preissmann Number Algorithm

The controlling parameter in Eq. (19) is the Preissmann Number, in
the form P2. A large value of P indicates the local cpðx; tÞ is much
less than the target cpT . As flow in a conduit transitions from free
surface to surcharged, we desire that cpðx; tÞ → cpT as t → ∞,
which implies Pðx; tÞ → 1. Furthermore, we desire spatial gra-
dients of PðxÞ should be smooth as abrupt changes in PðxÞ imply
shocks in the pressure gradient dhs=dx. We propose a 3-step algo-
rithm to achieve these ends:
• Define a provisional P̂iðtÞ based on a first-order decay such that

P̂ðtÞ → 1 as t → ∞,

• Use a spatial interpolation scheme to obtain provisional values
P̂i�1=2 on the finite-volume faces between elements, and

• Use a second spatial interpolation scheme to smooth
Pi ¼ fðP̂i�1=2Þ.
Details of the computation of P̂iðtÞ are provided in the follow-

ing and the spatial interpolation schemes (of lesser interest) are pre-
sented in Sharior et al. (2023).

The provisional Preissmann Number, P̂iðtÞ is a function of the
time interval since the the i element first became surcharged, which
can be represented as t − tsðiÞ, where tsðiÞ is the time that finite-
volume element i last crossed from nonsurcharged to surcharged.
Using a first order decay model we propose:

d
dt
P̂iðt − tsiÞ ¼ − 10

r

�
P̂iðt − tsiÞ − 1

� ð21Þ

where r is a decay time scale (s). The scaling factor 10=r ensures
that at time t − ts ¼ r we obtain P̂i ¼ 1.028. Ensuring P̂i → 1
over timescale r is arguably more intuitive to modelers than using
an e-folding time scale where P → 1.37.

Using P̂0 as the initial Preissmann Number for nonsurcharged
elements, the exact solution to Eq. (21) is

P̂ðt − tsÞ ¼ ðP̂0 − 1Þe−10ðt−tsÞ=r þ 1 ð22Þ

where the unity integration constant is adopted such that P̂ → 1 as
t − ts → ∞ and the P̂0 − 1 factor ensures that P̂0 is the Preiss-
mann number for any unpressurized conduit (i.e., where t ¼ ts).
This equation implies that at time r after surcharging the local Pre-
issmann number will be close to unity and the local cp will be close
to the target cpT . Thus, the r should be set to a meaningful physical
or numerical time scale in the simulation.

The idea of P̂0 in Eq. (21) as the Preissmann Number applied to
unpressurized pipe requires some clarification. Referring to Eq. (8),
arguably an unpressurized pipe section should have cpðiÞ ¼ cgðiÞ for
the Preissmann Number, where cgðiÞ is the gravity wave speed in
element i just prior to surcharge. As cpT ≫ cgðiÞ this implies a large

P̂0 in a nonsurcharged pipe. However, we have found it convenient
to introduce a surcharge shock parameter, α, such that

P̂0 ¼
cpT
αcgðiÞ

ð23Þ

where α ≥ 1 controls the expected celerity shock at the transition
from free-surface to surcharged conduit. Larger values of α imply
an initial P̂0 closer to unity, hence a larger celerity shock from the
cg of the open channel flow to the cp of the Preissmann Slot. Note
that if α is set too large we return to the celerity shock problems of
the static Preissmann Slot, as outlined in the Background section. In
theory, α ¼ 1 can be used to ensure a perfectly smooth transition;
however, oscillations sometimes develop at this lower bound. We
hypothesize (but cannot yet prove), that such oscillations occur be-
cause α ¼ 1 implies a Ts that is the breadth of the conduit, which
further implies we are solving a simple open channel but are intro-
ducing numerical noise into the free-surface solution. Until this
issue is better understood, we recommend α ≥ 2 for P̂0.

Note that the P̂i will always tend toward unity as the surcharge
time increases, thereby forcing a faster cpðx; tÞ in accordance with
Eq. (8). However, the neighboring finite-volume elements affect the
final value of P̂i through the two-step interpolation scheme noted
previously and detailed in Sharior et al. (2023). For example, if the
i − 1 element is nonsurcharged then the P̂i−1 value is fixed at P̂0,

© ASCE 04023046-6 J. Hydraul. Eng.
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which exerts an ongoing restraint on the increase of the adjacent P̂i
to ensure spatial smoothness in the celerity.

The behavior of the new DPS algorithm depends on the selec-
tion of three quantities: cpT , α, and r. As noted in the discussion of
Eqs. (6) and (7), the cpT can be selected based on the user’s desired
time step, model stability behavior, and length scale of discrete el-
ements. At this early stage in development of the DPS, settings for
α and r are less clear. As reported in the Results section, herein we
use α ¼ 3 for both experiments. The values for r were set based on
the desired time scale for given the other physical time scales in the
experiments.

Summary of Time Marching the DPS

The time-marching of Eqs. (3) and (4) in the SWMM5+ solver is an
explicit, coupled advance of Vn → Vnþ1 and ðVUÞn → ðVUÞnþ1

using an RK2 algorithm. The individual RK2 steps can be written
as, e.g., Vn → VR where R ∈ fnþ 1=2; nþ 1g time levels. Diag-
nostic auxiliary variables that are not affected by the Preissmann
Slot are updated at consistent time levels, e.g.

UR ¼ ðVUÞR
VR ; AR ¼ fðVRÞ; QR ¼ ARUR ð24Þ

However, the DPS directly affects the piezometric head, whose
update is

ηR ¼
(
fðVRÞ η ≤ zcrown

fðVR;PLÞ η > zcrown
ð25Þ

where η is the Piezometric head; zcrown is the elevation of the interior
crown of the conduit; and the superscript L ∈ fn; nþ 1=2g corre-
sponds to time-lagging of R ∈ fnþ 1=2; nþ 1g. That is, the slot
area determined at time n is used for the advance from time n → nþ
1=2 and the slot area at time nþ 1=2 is used for the advance from
time nþ 1=2 → nþ 1. The overall DPS update with an RK2
method for as single time step is
1. Time advance for the first RK2 step for Vnþ1=2

i , using Eq. (3).

2. Compute new transient storage ΔAnþ1=2
sðiÞ using Eq. (14).

3. Compute head in slot hnþ1=2
sðiÞ ¼ hnsðiÞ þΔhnþ1=2

sðiÞ from Eq. (19)
with Pn

i .

4. Enforce P̂nþ1=2
i ¼ P̂0 on unpressurized elements from Eq. (23).

5. Compute P̂nþ1=2
i on surcharged elements using Eq. (22).

6. Timescale interpolation from elements to P̂nþ1=2
iþ1=2 faces from

Sharior et al. (2023).
7. Linear smoothing interpolation from faces to Pnþ1=2

i elements
from Sharior et al. (2023).

8. Repeat steps 1–7 for RK2 step nþ 1 using Pnþ1=2
i in step 3 and

update to Pnþ1 in steps 4–7.
Note the solution of the momentum equation does not affect the

explicit time-advance of the dynamic Preissmann Slot.

Results

Overview

The new DPS algorithm is used herein to simulate laboratory ex-
periments previously conducted by Vasconcelos et al. (2006) and
Trajkovic et al. (1999). These experiments provide detailed obser-
vations of unsteady mixed flows that are challenging for any
numerical solver. The Vasconcelos et al. (2006) study is a transient
flow containing a bore propagation and mass oscillation, and was

previously used by Sanders and Bradford (2010), Malekpour and
Karney (2015), and Vasconcelos et al. (2018) to validate numerical
models. The Trajkovic et al. (1999) study evaluates flow transition
between surcharged and free-surface flow during closing and rapid
opening of a sluice gate. These results were previously used by
León et al. (2009), Lieb et al. (2016), An et al. (2018), Vasconcelos
et al. (2018), and Hodges (2020) to test numerical models.

Vasconcelos et al. (2006) Experiments

The experimental setup of Vasconcelos et al. (2006) is a 14.33 m
horizontal acrylic circular pipe of 9.4 cm internal diameter that con-
nects to upstream acrylic box and downstream cylindrical acrylic
surge tank. Flow can only be admitted or withdrawn from the up-
stream box tank, which has a square base of 25 cm on a side and a
height of 31 cm above the pipe invert. The downstream surge tank
has a circular base with a diameter of 19 cm. The height of the
downstream tank in the experiments was sufficient to prevent
downstream overflows. A partially-open gate valve was installed
at the downstream end of the pipe to avoid any effects of air on
the pipe pressurization and surge tank water level measurement.
The bottom of the gate was kept below the standing water level
so that no air escaped through the surge tank. A ventilation tower
was installed upstream of the gate valve to avoid air-pressurization
during fully-flooded conditions.

The experiment initial conditions are a quiescent water column
of 7.3 cm depth throughout. At t ¼ 0, an impulse flowrate of
3.1 × 10−3 m3=s is introduced into the upstream tank and held con-
stant throughout the experiment. This inflow initiates a filling bore
that pressurizes the pipe. Flow reverses when the bore encounters
the downstream tank and produces mass oscillation (surging) be-
tween the tanks. The oscillation dissipates over the course of the
experiment. Overflows during the oscillation are allowed to escape
through the upstream tank. Pressure and velocity measurement
were taken at 9.9 m from the from the upstream end of the pipe,
which corresponds to 5.33 m from the downstream end.

Our numerical simulations use a computational discretization
identical to the simulations reported in Vasconcelos et al. (2006):
the laboratory pipe is divided into 400 computational cells result-
ing in ∼3.6 cm elements. We selected Manning’s roughness, nm
through calibration trial across the range nm ∈ f0.012,0.02g and
found the best agreement with experiments at nm ¼ 0.016. Our
value compares with nm ¼ 0.012 used by Vasconcelos et al.
(2006) and nm ¼ 0.016 and 0.02 used by other investigators for
models of the same experiments (Sanders and Bradford 2010;
Malekpour and Karney 2015). The TPA simulations of Vasconcelos
et al. (2006) used an acoustic celerity of ca ¼ 25 m=s. To test the
ability of the DPS method to handle higher celerities, herein we use a
target Preissmann celerity of cpT ¼ 1,000 m=s, which is the order of
magnitude of the expected acoustic celerity. Details on the size of the
downstream gate opening were not reported in the original study, but
calibration estimates of Sanders and Bradford (2010) indicated a
25% open gate that resulted in a head loss coefficient of K ¼ 25
when applied to the last computational element. Herein, we applied
K ¼ 15 to the last element of the pipe, which was marginally better
than K ¼ 25. Note that Malekpour and Karney (2015) took a differ-
ent approach and estimated a gate headloss coefficient of K ¼ 12
using a gate-discharge equation with calibrated a gate opening of
48% and a discharge coefficient of 0.6. Their use of a smaller co-
efficient may be due to their introduction of added dissipation to
reduce oscillations. The other unique parameters for the DPS model
are the surcharge shock number (α) and the Preissmann decay
time scale, (r). Using α ¼ 3 with cpT ¼ 1,000 m/s results in

an initial Preissmann Number of P̂0 ¼ 523. The Preissman decay
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rate for P → 1was selected as r ¼ 0.5 s, which is about 4% of the
overall transit time for the bore over the length of the pipe.

The results of the DPS model are compared to laboratory ob-
servations of Vasconcelos et al. (2006) in Fig. 4. The new DPS
model is in good agreement for both pressure head and velocity
with the experimental data, albeit without some of the higher fre-
quency oscillations seen in the laboratory. The slight time lag of the
model is not unexpected as the hydrostatic approximation introdu-
ces a phase lag relative to real-world nonhydrostatic behaviors. The
overall smoothness of the simulation is arguably attributable to the
smoothness of both PðtÞ and cpðtÞ as illustrated in Fig. 5.

Trajkovic et al. (1999) Experiments

The experimental setup for Trajkovic et al. (1999) consists of a
10 m pipe with an inner diameter of 0.1 m that is connected to

upstream and downstream tanks with two intervening sluice gates.
Head at the upstream tank was kept constant during the experi-
ments and an upstream sluice gate (G1) located 1.5 m from the tank
was used to control the flow. Herein, we focus on their Type A
experiments where the downstream tank was in a supercritical over-
flow condition. The downstream gate (G2), located 0.4 m upstream
of the downstream tank, was modulated during the experiments to
create transient flows. To restrict possible air-water interaction in
the pressurized flow, several vents were located at the top of the
pipe. Pressure transducers were placed along the length of the pipe
to measure head at eight location. Fig. 6 shows their experimen-
tal setup and the pressure measurement locations. The Manning
roughness coefficient for the pipe reported by Trajkovic et al.
(1999) was nm ¼ 0.008. The upstream boundary conditions and
gate G2 openings for Case A experiments are summarized in
Table 1.

Our numerical domain to mimic this experiment was subdivided
into 55 elements of 0.185 m length. The DPS model uses the Mann-
ing’s nm ¼ 0.008 of Trajkovic et al. (1999) without calibration. The
supercritical downstream boundary conditions are approximated
herein by extending the pipe section downstream of gate G2 by
1 m and adding a 5 m buffer domain. The extended pipe and buffer
section is subdivided into 30 elements of 0.2 m length. The buffer

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (Color) (a) Pressure head; and (b) velocity comparing laboratory-observed Run 1, Run 2, Run 3 from Vasconcelos et al. (2006) with new DPS
(Model) at the location x ¼ 9.9 m from the pipe inlet.

Fig. 5. (Color) Evolution of Preissmann Number (P) and Preissmann
celerity (cp) in DPS model at the sensor location, x ¼ 9.9 m for model
of experiment from Vasconcelos et al. (2006).

Fig. 6. Sketch of the experimental setup after Trajkovic et al. (1999). Pressure transducers P1 ∼ 8 are placed in aeration pipes at the crown of the pipe.

Table 1. Upstream boundary conditions and gate openings reported in
Type A experiments

Type Slope
Upstream
Q (m3=s)

G1 height
(m)

G2 initial
height (m)

G2 reopen
height (m)

G2 time
closed (s)

A1 0.027 0.0013 0.014 0.100 0.008 30.0
A2 0.027 0.0013 0.014 0.100 0.015 30.0
A3 0.027 0.0013 0.014 0.100 0.028 30.0
A4 0.014 0.0013 0.014 0.100 0.100 30.0

Source: Data from Trajkovic et al. (1999).
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domain has zero slope and a larger Manning’s roughness coeffi-
cient (nm ¼ 0.016) to damp numerically reflected waves at the
downstream boundary.

For the DPS model, sluice gates G1 and G2 are modeled as
gated side orifices as in EPA SWMMwith the standard orifice flow
equations from Brater and King (1996)

Q ¼ CdAo

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gHe

p
ð26Þ

where Cd is the orifice discharge coefficient; Ao is the area of the
orifice opening; and He is the effective head across the orifice. The
discharge coefficient Cd ¼ 0.8 was used without any calibration.
When any of the orifice is unsubmerged the flow is modeled as
a weir flow according to EPA SWMM and thus, the equivalent weir
equations were used to model the flow (Q) as

Q ¼ CWLcH1.5
e ð27Þ

where Lc is the crest length; and CW is the weir coefficient, which is
estimated as

CW ¼ CdAc
ffiffiffi
g

p
LcD

ð28Þ

where D is the pipe diameter.
The numerical model in Trajkovic et al. (1999) that accompa-

nied their experiments used a Preissmann Slot approach with a
fixed slot width of 0.1D, which corresponds to cp ¼ 2.78 m=s
using Eq. (1). They reported using cp ≪ ca due to numerical
instabilities that appeared with a narrower slot. Our model used
cpT ¼ 1,000 m=s, which is similar to the expected acoustic celer-
ity. The Preissmann Number decay time scale was set to r ¼ 0.2 s,
which is 20% of the gate closing time. The entire pressurization
event of the experiment is ∼68 s. The surcharge shock parameter
was set as α ¼ 3.0, which results in a incipient surcharge celerity,
cp ∼ 5.5 m=s and P̂0 ¼ 506.

Type A1-3 Experiment Comparisons
Trajkovic et al. (1999) reported laboratory-observed pressure
head measurements at sensor location P5 and P7 for experiments
A1 through A3. Fig. 7 shows the pressure head comparison be-
tween our model and experiments at sensor location P5, which
is 2.6 m upstream of gate G2. Fig. 8 shows similar data for location
P7. At both locations the simulated pressure heads are in good
agreement with the experimental result during the filling bore
(t < 30 s). Note that DPS simulations of three test cases have
identical pressure heads during bore filling since the differences

between these three test cases (see Table 1) are only in the G2 gate
opening heights after 30 s. For t > 30 s, the DPS model has rea-
sonable agreement for the initial pressure drop with gate opening
and the subsequent recovery phase for all the test cases at the P5
and P7 sensors. We note that the pressure behavior in the modeled
A3 case is slightly different than the A1 and A2 cases for the re-
covery phase; whereas A1 and A2 show slight overprediction of
the recovery pressure, the A3 case shows slight underprediction.
We suspect this disagreement is related to the larger pressure drop
and recovery spike occurring in the first few seconds after the gate
is opened in Case A3. Also note that at location P7 (closer to the
gate G2), as shown in Fig. 8, the upstream propagating bore in
the DPS model and laboratory observations are almost identical.
However, as the bore moves upstream to location P5 (see Fig. 7)
the bore in the model arrives a few seconds sooner than observed in
the experiment. This divergence is attributable to the fact that the
numerical model includes dispersive errors, which bias the wave
speed and accumulate position error as waves propagate through
space.

Fig. 9 shows the evolution of P and cp at sensor location P7
for the experiment A3, illustrating the model’s ability to produce
smooth increases in cpT during pressurization (∼9.7 s and ∼31.7 s)
while allowing sharp decrease in cpT during depressurization
(∼30.3 s). To provide further insight, Fig. 10 illustrates the evolution
of the piezometric head profiles for DPS simulations of the A3 ex-
periment. In Fig. 10(a), the upstream-propagating bore forms with
the gate closure and arrives at P7 ∼9.5 s later. During the rapid gate
opening, Fig. 10(b), we see a rapid reduction of head that is followed
in Fig. 10(c) by a rebound of the pressure head as the filling bore
reverses and water begins to accelerate back down the pipe.

Type A4 Experiment Comparisons
The Trajkovic et al. (1999) experiment A4 used a shallower
bed slope than cases A1-A3 and fully-opened gate G2 after 30 s
(see Table 1). The Trajkovic et al. (1999) paper reported the evo-
lution of the filling bore from sensors P3 through P7, as shown in
Fig. 11. The new DPS model correctly estimates bore propagation
time for P6 and P7, close to the gate. However, as in Fig. 7 for case
A1-A3, the simulated bore arrives earlier than observed at locations
P3–P5, with the discrepancy indicating the model bore biased to-
ward a faster bore wave celerity that accumulates error in the front
arrival time. Similar phase error was observed in the Hodges (2020)
model of the same experiments. Additionally, the model slightly
overpredicts the pressure heads for all the sensors when the bore
first arrives, perhaps indicating that the model dissipation rate is not

Fig. 7. (Color) Comparison between DPS simulations and
experimentally-observed pressure heads at sensor location P5 for the
cases A1-A3 of Trajkovic et al. (1999).

Fig. 8. (Color) Comparison between DPS simulations and
experimentally-observed pressure heads at sensor location P7 for the
cases A1-A3 of Trajkovic et al. (1999).
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optimized. No attempt has been made to calibrate Manning’s nm for
the DPS in this model.

Discussion

The DPS method provides a means of smoothing the numerical
pressure celerity across a celerity shock to prevent oscillations that
typically occur whenever there are mixed-flow transitions condi-
tions or pipe size changes. A key point is that celerity shocks are
not necessarily numerical artifacts, but are part of the physics of
transitions in acoustic celerity. However, the large oscillations often
seen in models of mixed-flow shocks are predominantly numerical
artifacts occurring in response to the physical shock.

With the notable exception of Kerger et al. (2011), the primary
methods for handling the celerity shock and resulting numerical
oscillations in transient-storage models have been either (1) limit
the modeled acoustic celerity to reduce the shock and hence limit
oscillations, or (2) provide some form of damping to prevent os-
cillations from growing. For example, Trajkovic et al. (1999) pre-
sented a Preissmann Slot model of their laboratory experiments that
used a low acoustic celerity (2.78 m=s) to minimize the postshock
oscillations generated by the rapid opening/closing of the gate. The
TPA approach of Vasconcelos et al. (2006) was able to operate at an
order of magnitude higher celerity (25 m=s) but encountered oscil-
lations when attempting to model at acoustic celerities. Extending
the TPA approach, Vasconcelos et al. (2009) proposed new filtering
strategies and added dissipation to damp oscillations for even
higher celerities. Similarly, Malekpour and Karney (2015) pro-
posed an enhanced numerical viscosity that damped oscillations.
For large-scale networks, the TPA method applied with an approxi-
mate Riemann solver in Sanders and Bradford (2010) encountered

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 10. (Color) Piezometric head profiles of DPS simulations during
(a) gate closure and bore arrival; (b) gate opening; (c) gate completely
open; and (d) drawdown to steady condition of case A3 of Trajkovic
et al. (1999).

Fig. 11. (Color) Comparison between DPS simulation and
experimentally-observed pressure heads at sensor location P3-P7 for
case A4 of Trajkovic et al. (1999).

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 9. (Color) Evolution of P and cp of the DPS simulation at P7 for
case A3 of Trajkovic et al. (1999) (a) during the entire experiment;
(b) when the bore arrives at sensor location; and (c) after the gate opens.
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postshock oscillations when acoustic celerities were used, although
high frequency oscillations were reduced by using a coarse model
grid (effectively increasing numerical dissipation). Oscillations
have also been addressed through development of numerical solv-
ers with enhanced dissipative behavior, as in An et al. (2018),
where the dissipative MINMOD limiter was used in a hybrid solver
combining an upwind discretization at shocks and a more dissipa-
tive centered discretization elsewhere, which successfully limited
oscillations for celerities less than 100 m=s. Similarly, León et al.
(2009) applied the dissipative MINMOD limiter with an approxi-
mate Riemann solver and achieved success at acoustic-scale
celerities; however, their success is arguably due to their tapered
Preissmann Slot, which serves to locally-reduce celerities at the
mixed-flow transition hence limiting the shock and the source of
oscillations.

The interesting exception to the preceding discussion is the
model of Kerger et al. (2011), which appears to be the only tran-
sient storage model that uses acoustic celerities without some form
of damping and/or smoothing. To the best of our knowledge, the
key change from other Godunov solvers is that Kerger et al. (2011)
uses an exact rather than an approximate Riemann solver. However,
it is not clear how the exact Riemann solver might eliminate shock
oscillations that occur with the approximate solver. This issue re-
quires further investigation for traditional Godunov methods.

The new DPS algorithm is similar to prior works where the sur-
charge celerity is reduced to smooth celerity shocks—but instead of
a global limit on the surcharged celerity we provide local smooth-
ing in time and space across any celerity transition, which allows
the transition to develop without oscillations and does not require
artificial damping. In the DPS algorithm the celerity smoothing is
accomplished by smoothing the evolution of the Preissmann num-
ber in time and space, which affects the relationship between sur-
charge head and the transient storage volume of the Preissmann
Slot. It seems likely that other forms of transient storage solvers
might be able to similarly reduce oscillations with ad hoc smooth-
ing for acoustic celerity.

Of course, the DPS algorithm does not solve the time-scale
challenge of mixed-flow modeling. High acoustic celerities require
extremely small time steps in an explicit numerical scheme to to
meet the CFL limit [Eq. (7)]. For the SWMM5+ model (used
herein) with the DPS algorithm for a target celerity of 1,000 m=s,
the Vasconcelos et al. (2006) test case requiredΔt ¼ 2 × 10−5 s for
CFL ≤0.6 with element sizes of 3.6 cm. To maintain the CFL for
the Trajkovic et al. (1999) test case, the 20 cm elements required
Δt¼ 10−4 s. For practical stormwater system simulations, such
small time steps are impractical, so modelers will typically need
to select their cpT as a compromise between fidelity to small
time-scale physics and computational constraints. Indeed, this idea
has been previously recognized, as Sanders and Bradford (2010)
suggested pressurized flow wave speeds in the range of 25–100 m=s
might be most suitable for storm sewer flow modeling. If we con-
sider the lower end of this range as a cpT and take 50 m as a typical
conduit discretization scale, then a model time step of 1.0 s will
likely be suitable. Although this is perhaps smaller than we might
wish, it will likely be a practical for simulations conducted on multi-
core computers.

The DPS algorithm introduces three parameters (cpT ;α; r) in
place of the single “slot width” parameter for the conventional Pre-
issmann Slot. As discussed in the section on Nondimensionalizing
the Priessmann Slot and illustrated in Eq. (7), the cpT can be set
based on the CFL limit of the numerical algorithm, expected flow
velocity, discretization length, and the target time step. However, in
this introductory work, we have not attempted to fully examine the

implications of α and r upon the solution. Our preliminary obser-
vations are the surcharge shock parameter (α) does not exert a ma-
jor control, and can be set as α ¼ 3 for a wide variety of conditions.
In contrast, the decay time scale, r, has a direct effect on the sta-
bility of the simulation and its value will affect the damping rate of
postshock oscillations. Formally, the r controls how fast the cp is
converging to cpT through Eq. (22). Alternatively, it can be thought
of as the time scale for P → 1. In general, a small value of r implies
a rapidly changing transition and may allow a celerity shock to gen-
erate numerical oscillations. A preliminary investigation into the
effect of r on the solution of the Vasconcelos et al. (2006) test case
is illustrated in Fig. 12. For this case, values of r > 0.2 s are fairly
similar, but r ¼ 0.01 s results in dramatic spatial oscillations in Pie-
zometric head. It can be seen that higher values of r (e.g., r ¼ 10)
tend to slightly slow the bore propagation speed, resulting in a
shorter distance traveled in the t ¼ 5 snapshot. As r decreases,
we see a relatively smooth bore being retained until r ¼ 0.2 s,
where incipient oscillations appear near the bore front. For context,
r ¼ 0.5 s was used in the TPA simulations of Vasconcelos et al.
(2006) presented in Fig. 4. In contrast, our simulations of the
Trajkovic et al. (1999) test case used r ¼ 0.2. In both cases the
damping time scales are far larger than the model time steps re-
quired for stability. As a cautionary note, both the test cases pre-
sented herein are of similar length scale and used similar cpT. Thus,
we cannot presently draw conclusions as to the appropriate setting
of r in more general cases, especially for network-scale simulations
or with lower cpT. It seems likely that an automated approach for
selecting r could be related to the target model time step, cpT , the
discrete element length, and the physical time scales of the system.

If the DPS approach has a disadvantage, it is the same as the
underlying Preissmann Slot idea: the acoustic celerity must be
known (or approximated) prior to setting the slot parameters;
i.e., as the DPS is presently posed, the acoustic celerity cannot be
part of the solution of the algorithm. Thus, where transient model-
ing is focused on relationships between pipe elasticity and acoustic
wave speed, the DPS model as presently formulated cannot replace
classic hydraulic transient solvers.

The main advantages of the DPS approach are (1) ensuring
a smooth solution across a celerity shock, and (2) providing con-
sistent cp celerities throughout the system. These characteristics
should provide more flexible and robust system-level solutions
under mixed-flow conditions. Nevertheless, modeling mixed-flow
conditions for large networks will remain a challenge due to the
wide range of scales and the need to use small time steps to resolve
acoustic celerities. Furthermore, the physics of subatmospheric

Fig. 12. (Color) Effects of decay time-scale r on post-shock oscillations.
Pressure head profiles along the test pipe at t ¼ 5 s for Vasconcelos
et al. (2006) test case.
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pressure (Vasconcelos et al. 2006; Kerger et al. 2011) and air en-
trapment (Vasconcelos and Marwell 2011; Kerger et al. 2012) have
yet to be considered within the DPS framework. Our near-term
goals for DPS include investigating the application of DPS at net-
work scale and developing automated approaches to setting param-
eters α and r.

Conclusion

A new DPS algorithm is presented to solve some of the long-
standing problems associated with oscillations of the modeled pres-
sure heads at mixed-flow transitions. The new approach replaces
the traditional specification of a Preissmann Slot width with three
parameters, the surcharge shock parameter (α), a decay time scale
(r) and a target celerity (cpT ). The key advance of the DPS method
is defining the Preissmann Slot behavior across a transition using a
smoothed Preissmann Number, which is a new nondimensional
number introduced for this purpose. Formally, the Preissmann
Number is an inverse Mach Number that relates the target celerity
to the local Preissmann Slot celerity. Although several questions
remain as to the selection of parameters α, r, and cpT for large
network simulations, the new DPS algorithm shows promise for
reducing numerical oscillation in mixed-flow simulations of storm
sewer systems while retaining the relative simplicity of the Preiss-
mann Slot method.

Data Availability Statement

The version of the SWMM5+ code and all supporting data used in
the previous simulations are archived in the Texas Data Repository
at https://doi.org/10.18738/T8/I5KDRX (Sharior et al. 2022). The
SWMM5+ code is under active development as public domain soft-
ware with the latest version developed by the Center for Infrastruc-
ture Modeling and Management available at https://github.com
/CIMM-ORG/SWMM5plus. Additional methodology and discus-
sion supporting this work will be found in the associated technical
report, Sharior et al. (2023).
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